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Editor's Note:

Two major themes in this month’s newsletter. One
is “Cancellation!”, and the other is
“Conservation”!  April events including a Project
Healing Waters fund raiser, a club open house, the
Fly Shop open house, fly tying, fly fishing and
casting classes, have been cancelled or
postponed. There is a brief history of some of the
club’s past conservation activities, and a list of
current and future projects available for
volunteers.  Also in the newsletter: get better
acquainted with a couple of club officers/board
members. 

Note: the newsletter is being edited by Allan Craig,
and was published by Mary Nishioka in the new
“Constant Contact” platform.  Important to know
that two people were responsible, so when (not
if)  something goes awry Allan can blame Mary,
and Mary can blame Allan!!  Mary is taking the
reins from Jim this month to give the new web site
and email platforms a work out.  Thanks for filling
in all of those many months, Jim - much
appreciated!!
Allan Craig, Editor

President's Note:

As you are already aware, STFF is suspending our activities and will re-evaluate the health situation end

of June. When the Board made their decisions, we had one person in Shasta County positive for Covid

19 who brought it home with him from his travels.  He self isolated and has since recovered. However we

now have more patients and are aware this is going to continue for some time. We do not need to

panic.  We do need to take care of each other, continue to use our local small businesses, order take out

from our favorite restaurants, and wash our hands.  Go outside, get some exercise, go fishing, just stay 6

feet away from your fishing partner (that means no boats and no carpools). Be thoughtful, be kind.  You

remember all those sandbox skills you learned in kindergarten? They still apply.

We will be launching our new email and website platforms in April.  Our current email platform isn’t

getting the job done and the new platform guarantees 97% delivery.  The new website will have more



pages and include an online Member Roster and an online purchase and payment option.

The new website will also include our new Big Fish Award Certificate programwhich will run from April 1 to

December 31 this year.  Information on how to participate and the entry form will be on the website.

Mary Nishioka, President

Congratulations to our 2019 Award Winners:

Volunteer of Year – Kathie Burns
Fly Fisher of Year – Dick Recchia

Fly Tier of Year – John Durfee

We have so many members who give so much of
their time and expertise that we wish we had so
many more awards to give out: Best Kid’s
Programs, Best Casting Instructor, Best Fly Tying
Instructor, Best Clubhouse Coordinator, etc. - you
get the idea.

Awards Ice Cream Social

March 11th we had our first Awards Ice Cream
Social which was enthusiastically deemed a
success.  Many thanks to Jim Gunderson, Kathie
Burns and their crew for organizing the event. For
the person who complained that their cherries
wouldn’t stay on top of the ice cream – you need
to use the whipped cream.  It serves no other
purpose.
Photo - Servers:
Sue Horkey, Kathie Burns, Carl Aronson, Ken
Martinez, Jim Gunderson, Tena Eisenbeisz

From Fly Fishers International: CDC Community Event Guidelines

The FFI has postponed the July 2020 Fly Fishing Expo in Bozeman. 
 
One thing we (FFI) would strongly encourage: go fishing. There aren’t many better ways to exercise the
practice of “social distancing,” and it will take your mind away from the turmoil we are currently facing. In
the meantime, take the right precautions to keep you and your family healthy, and let’s hope the crisis
subsides in the months to come.

From Fly Fishers International: Northern California Council:

In essence it involves cancelling ALL events and gatherings of the club - meetings, committee
meetings, board meetings & fish outs, as well as any events you may have planned. Certainly,
individuals can decide to recreate or get together themselves, but our recommendations are to
stay home and isolate as much as we can, and avoid gatherings and close contact. 

Update: Note: fishing is closed in places like Washington state and New Zealand:  for California (so far)
this update from Northern California guides association:

"Now more than ever, we understand the public’s need to enjoy the benefits of nature. Spending time in
the outdoors is beneficial to our overall health and wellness, but it’s everyone’s responsibility to practice
social distancing of 6 feet. This means avoiding crowded trails and parking lots. To help reduce crowds,
State Parks has closed some parking lots to avoid inadvertent congregation and reduce the density of



visitors. More closures are anticipated. Fishing is allowed, as long as anglers can maintain
#socialdistancing of 6 feet or more from other people. If you find that your favorite fishing hole is crowded,
please do not risk your health and the health of others! Be smart and stay safe – we are all in this
together and we must #flattenthecurve."

The above guidelines may or may not apply currently in Redding.  “Stay at Home”, “Shelter in Place”..
“Lockdown”.. or “Go Fishing”.. are they compatible?  In some countries, including the UK and Belgium,
the situation is “No Fishing”. 

Self-Isolate: OK, But What to Do ? ? BOOKS ! !

No matter how long this virus thing hangs around, self-isolating by going fishing or by delving into a fly
fishing library can be a little silver lining on the dark cloud!

Browsing the net looking for anything with the word “fishing” in it, I saw this:

“11 Fishing Books Every Angler Should Read”, and I scored a 5!  How about you? Starting with the ones I
have read: 

1)   ‘The River Why’: David Duncan
2)   ‘A River Runs Through It and other stories’: Norman Maclean
3)   ‘The Longest Silence’: Thomas McGuane
4)   ‘The Old Man and the Sea’: Hemingway
5)   ‘History of Fly Fishing in Fifty Flies’: Ian Whitelaw
         Of the ones I have not read, the first to catch my attention was: 
6) '52 Rivers: A Woman’s Fly fishing Journey’: Shelly Walchak:
Her journey was to fish a different river each week for 52 weeks.  Sounds like a great idea! 

The rest of the list:

7) ‘Presenting the Fly: A Practical Guide to the Most Important Element of Fly fishing’: Lefty Kreh
8) ‘The Art of Angling: Poems about Fishing’: Henry Hughes
9) ‘Light Years: A Memoir’: LeAnne Schreiber
10) ‘Joan Wulff: New Fly-Casting Techniques’: Joan Wolff
11) ‘Astream: American Writers on Fly Fishing’: A collection from 31 writers

Of course following the article other anglers wrote recommendations for other books to add to the list. I
would include: anything by Roderick Haig-Brown, John Gierach, and for a bit of humor, Patrick
McManus! 

Finally, for now, two non-fiction that I highly recommend: 

1)   ‘An Entirely Synthetic Fish’: Anders Halverson:
especially for any angler who fishes for rainbow trout and/or lives in Shasta County, and: 
2)   ‘The Feather Thief”: by Kirk Wallace Johnson:
I found the historical exploitation of wildlife sadly depressing but the book is a must read for fly tier. 

The last two will be featured in book reviews beginning with the next newsletter.

Project Healing Waters April Activities - Updated

Due to recent developments with Covid-19, the
Project Healing Waters – Redding (PHWFF)
Sundial Challenge fundraiser scheduled for April
this year, will be delayed, most likely until next
year. We would like to thank Shasta Trinity Fly
Fishers and its many volunteer members for their
support this year and prior years. Thank you all.
As with so many groups who have lost their
primary and in our case the only fundraiser, we
still must deal with the fact that costs continue.
New types of costs appear such as developing a
means of maintaining the necessary lines of
communication with our participants.  We
welcome input and assistance with social media
communication. Now is not the time to loose the
ground we have gained. 

Again, Thank You to STFF for your past and



continued support.

In addition, PHW Redding has suspended all
activities per direction from national head
quarters.  We have notified all our participants and
volunteers and will resume program activities when
the suspension is lifted. 
Photo - Anderson Boat Show:
Ken Martinez, Dean Barker and on the right, Karl
Pavlik.

Fish Camp Scholarships:

As of this writing, the Fly Shop has not made a final decision about the 2020 fish camps.  The STFF Board
decided not to offer scholarships this year. There are other organizations including the Mayflies that may
continue with their offer. Interested persons should inquire at the Fly Shop for the latest information.

Kids Fish Day - May 9th (Postponed)

In conjunction with California Department of Fish and Wildlife, Shingletown Lions Club, Shasta Trinity Fly
Fishers and Lassen Pine Christian Camp “Kids Fish Day” was to be conducted at Lassen Pine Christian
Camp at Viola. The event has been postponed until further notice.

There are also two Kid’s Fishing Days scheduled at the Mount Shasta Hatchery:  June  13 and July 11.
Either volunteer to help out, or better yet take a youngster fishing. 

Trout In the Classroom: Wrap Up

To summarize the finale of this year’s project,
“Beware the Ides of March!”  As a precaution, fly
tying and casting with students was
cancelled.  Then schools cancelled field trips, and
even closed campuses to visitors, including those
helping with the aquarium projects.  Then schools
closed entirely.  Trout still needed to be released,
so in some cases students or teachers collected
their fish in buckets, said good bye to the trout,
and volunteers met the buckets in the school
office. Some teachers released trout just with their
own family. Two thousand rainbow fingerlings are
now swimming in their new homes. The only ones
not impacted by all the cancellations were the
fish!      

Photos: as trout were being collected for early
release at Whiskeytown Lake: 

Fly Casting Classes: Postponed

These classes have been postponed. Jim Wigington, a Fly Fishers International (FFI) Certified Master
Casting Instructor, offers two free casting classes. 
The basic fly-casting course will be offered at some future date, and an on-water class will be offered as
a follow-up. In addition, the FFI Fly-Casting Skills Challenge will be an important component of fly-casting
instruction during 2020. The Fly-Casting Skills Challenge is a fun way to improve casting skills.

Meet Your Board Members: Kathie Burns

While I grew up in Colorado bait fishing on the
Frying Pan River with my dad, it wasn’t until a 40+
year hiatus from fishing and a move to Shasta
County in 2002 that I was introduced to fly
fishing.  Being fairly new to Shasta County and



widowed in 2005, I joined STFF and Shasta
Mayflies as a way to meet people and learn more
about fly fishing.
My favorite type of fishing is trout fishing on
moving water, probably a carryover from my
Colorado mountain stream years.   Most of my
fishing has been limited to waters in the western
U.S. and I have especially enjoyed fishing the
rivers of No. California, Oregon and Montana.  I did
have the opportunity to go fishing in Iceland this
past year where we fished for Brown Trout and
Arctic Char, awesome trip.
This year will take me back to Montana to fish the
Yellowstone, Gallatin and Madison and up to
Oregon to fish the McKenzie, Fall and Deschutes
Rivers.  I’ll also be heading to Northern Minnesota
to fish the Boundary Waters, fly fishing for small
mouth bass as well as trout and doing a bit of
wilderness camping.
I have been fortunate to have had 3 careers that I
have loved.  I was a practicing surgical R.N.,
nursing educator and nursing administrator for
over 30 years, adjunct professor and St. Mary’s
College and head of management training and
H.R. for Cattlemen’s Restaurants for the past 24
years.  I retired this past year and am greatly
enjoying retirement.
I am active in FFI Women’s Connect, International
Women’s Fly Fishing (IWFF) and many of the
activities and opportunities that are available
through STFF, especially fly tying and casting.
Picture:
Kathie in Iceland with an Arctic Char

Meet Your Club Treasurer: Dan Gordon

I grew up gear fishing in New Hampshire, we lived
on a lake so I fished every day during open
season. (Sometimes when season was closed�).
After moving to Nor Cal I started fly fishing in the
1990's. There was not much time as I was
consumed by raising a family and being a
healthcare finance executive. I did have time to
collect a lot of fly fishing gear and dream of
following this passion. 

In 2018 I retired to Weed, Ca. our "happy place" in
the heart of far Nor Cal fly fishing country. After
over a year of adjusting to retirement and
overcoming some health issues, I returned to fly
fishing. I have enjoyed both tying and fishing over
the years and now have more time to enjoy this
passion.

I joined STFF in 2018 to become a member of a
larger fly fishing community. I had belonged to fly
fishing clubs earlier but had little time to
participate. I was looking for a way I could give
back to our fly fishing community with my talents,
when in late 2019 there was a request for a new



treasure for STFF and I jumped at the chance. I
am pleased to share my talents and time with this
group of people!

Photo: Dan with Scooter: his friend for 13
years! 

Shasta Trinity Fly Fishers: A Look Back
The 80's (part 2): Conservation

As mentioned previously, in the 80’s the theme of club meetings was often the next outing.  It was also
evident that the main purpose of club finances was to fund conservation projects. Keeping expenses low
was important “since most of our income is donated to causes to save and improve our water resources
and recreational fishing”. In another newsletter was the comment, “income goes to worthy causes, and is
eventually returned to us in the form of better fishing”. 

How effective those goals might be would depend a lot on the people doing the homework.  In the 80’s
the club had two individual members who carried the ball. Red Modeen was a conservation co-chair, and
Red’s knowledge about all things fly fishing was exceptional. He was always willing to share tips and
demonstrate how to tie his excellent patterns.  In each newsletter was a fly fishing tip of the month, “Red’s
Tips”. His co-chair was Eric Barham.  Eric was one of a kind, and especially  brilliant in anything
scientific. As I recall he had a PhD in marine biology.   When Eric spoke or wrote it would be from a depth
of understanding and attention to scientific details and facts that opposing interests would rather not
hear! 

The two of them kept the club informed about anything to do with local fisheries.  They would encourage
the membership to be proactive and write political and government representatives on issues. Some of
the issues in the 80’s:

1)    dioxin in the river from Simpson Paper’s effluent
2)    a proposed hydro electric project at the Caldwell Dam
3)   Power boats on the redds within the city limits during salmon spawning
4)    Trout regulations in the Sacramento River, lures and flies vs. bait 
5)    The Bureau of Reclamation’s plan to sell even more water south

Some of these issues were resolved in 1989 when the winter run salmon were declared endangered.
(There were 118, 000 counted in 1969, and only 191 at a count in 1991.)   With that designation the plans
to sell “surplus” water evaporated. Eric reported “The Environmental Protection Agency is taking a stand
against the policies of the Bureau of Reclamation”. I would guess if Eric were alive today he would have
something to say about the current director of the EPA with a background in lobbying for mining
companies replacing the past director who had a background in science.  With the recent modification in
endangered species consideration which now is to consider economic impacts (on who.. political
contributors?), and the Secretary of interior previously associated with Westlands Water District, Eric
would surely be telling us to keep an eye on our fishing waters! 

Eric also liked to fish, and his favorite fishing companion was a 90 pound Australian shepherd with a
reddish color. Not only did his dog like to wade the streams along with Eric, he was also a source of tying
material for one of Eric’s reddish color fly patterns.  The dog’s very appropriate name.. “Red Dog”! 

Eric wrote a tip that has merit for any dog owner.  There used to be a lot more salmon than now, but
salmon (and other fish) carcasses can still be found, by your dog.  Eric wrote that salmon poisoning is “a
disease dogs can get by eating uncooked fish flesh, caused by rickettsia, a bacteria like micro-organism
that infests parasitic liver flukes which in turn cycle through alternate snail and salmonid hosts”.  Eric
reported Dr. Haynes (local veterinarian) said that during the salmon run he would treat 2 or 3 cases per
week. 

If there was ever to be a club “Hall of Fame”, Eric and Red would be on that list. I have a very good idea
who would be at the very top though. (A subject to mention in a future dissertation) .
Another in the Hall of Fame would be “The Trash Fish Poet”.  Who was that, and where did that name
come from??  To be continued….

Red's Tips:

Red’s Tips: 
A methodical fisher named Red
Kept lists of each fly-tip he read
And shared ‘em with guys
Who were less organized
And in awe of his rolodexed head



“The Trash Fish Poet” 

Conservation 2020:
The current STFF mission statement includes the following: : “To promote the conservation of public
recreational resources and the protection and preservation of wild, fresh, saltwater, and migratory game
fish, in streams and lakes.”

And: “To monitor local waters bringing attention to the public and governmental agencies, those issues
which threaten the conservation and protection of fresh and saltwater fishes and migratory game fish”.

There are some opportunities for getting involved with conservation projects with the local Trout
Unlimited. “Local” means the Shasta Trinity Cascades Chapter, which represents about 8 Northern
California counties.  The next TU meeting is April 8 (now a conference call)  at 6:00. Open to all
interested anglers. 

1)    This project is postponed: …  go catch trout in Hat Creek!  A joint project with DFW, Cal Trout,
Trout Unlimited and others to survey fish populations. 100 anglers are needed each day to catch, mark
and record data. Day 1 is the marking day, and later will be the recapture day.  For more information and
to sign up contact Ashley White (Cal Trout) at awhite@caltrout.org.  Wait for re-scheduling, then sigh
up! 

2)    Sacramento River Cleanup: April 18. (postponed)  Trout Unlimited is again organizing the annual
clean up.  Volunteers can either walk trails or use water craft to collect trash. 

3)    A major long term project will be urban stream repair and enhancement.  The streams are easily
overlooked, since they are almost dry part of the year.  However they are important spawning streams for
trout, steelhead, and even some salmon in winter and spring.  They have been impacted for decades by
human encroachment, and erosion was made even worse by fire damage to hillsides.   TU is working
with other agencies to find ways to clear debris and remove silt that can cover spawning gravel.  The
people in the photo are standing on sediment that needs to be removed from behind a catch dam.

4)   Trout Unlimited has also provided input to the Department of Fish and Wildlife as the agency
considers a major overhaul of fishing regulations. Included in the overhaul will likely be changes in open
season dates on many rivers and streams. One recommendation from the local TU is that tributary
streams of the Upper Sacramento River remain closed during the spawning season from October 1
through the Saturday preceding Memorial Day

5)    Trout Unlimited, especially Michael Caranci, has been involved for several years in a plan for the
Henderson Open Space, behind the now vacant Raley’s building.  There is a proposal for construction of
salmon spawning channels, plus adding walking trails with foot bridges.  Numerous agencies are involved
so progress has been slow, though it seems to be moving forward. 

6)    Andrew Harris, president of the Shasta Trinity Cascades chapter of TU, attended a meeting with
PG&E on March 11 regarding the flows in the Pit River.  In the years since the flows were increased,
frogs and mollusks have not fared well and angler use and angler satisfaction are down. Proposals to
reduce flows are being considered. Stay tuned . 

7)   Posse Grounds ramp improvement project:  widening the gravel beach area for more boat parking,
and increasing the length of the boat dock. Also upgrade the restroom and other improvements. 

Photo: Middle Creek Sediment Pond

Excerpts from the national Trout Unlimited: 
(Jan. 23, 2020) WASHINGTON D.C. — “The
Environmental Protection Agency announced
today it is finalizing a rule that will drop protections
for millions of miles of streams and millions of
acres of wetlands, putting watersheds at risk
for countless Americans”. 
“In issuing this proposal, the EPA rejects decades
of administrative practice and directly defies
numerous judicial interpretations, including at least
two Supreme Court rulings.”

'We abuse land because we see it as a
commodity belonging to us.
When we see land as a community to which we
belong, we may begin to use it with love and
respect.’   Aldo Leopold. 1887-1948



If people concentrated on the really important
things in life, there’d be a shortage of fishing
poles.”
Doug Larson


